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FOREWORD

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education is
continuing its programmatic research into the nature and
application of occupational adaptability and transferable skills.
This report is one of a series that has been developed to aid
educators in prepating today's youth and adults for careers
characterized by change.

This study focused on answering questions concerning who has
the responsibility for teaching general occupational and consumer
competencies. Does the responsibility for teaching such
competencies or abilities lie with the home, the school, or the
work place? To answer this question, two national surveys on
functional competencies in occupational adaptability and consumer
economics were conducted. This paper reports initial findings
and inferences from data results of the surveys.

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education
wishes to express its appreciation to the numerous persons who
freely contributed of their time to the data design' collection,
and interpretation. Recognition is especially due to Kate
Kitchen, -Graduate Research Associate, for her assistance. We
wish also to thank the Advisory Panel of the Occupational
Adaptability and Transferable Skills ProgramRuth Nickse,
University of Massachusetts at Boston; John Crystal, The John C.
Crystal Center; and Decker Walker, Stanford University - -for their
direction and support. The data were collected by Opinion
Research Corporation and their aid and input are appreciated. The
helpful advice of Robert Stump, project officer from the National
Institute of Education, is acknowledged. We also thank the
reviewers of initial drafts, Deborah Stedman of the University of
Texas at Austin; Dick Hulsart, National Assessment of Educational
Progress; and Earl Russell, the National Center for Research in
Vocational Education. For their advice on data interpretation,
we thank John Grasso, West Virginia University; Norvell
Northcutt, Southwest Educational Development Laboratory; Beverly
Anderson, Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory; Stan Zdep,
Opinion Research Corporation; and Hugh Clark, Decision Research
Corporation.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The :ational Center f' )r Research

in Vocational Education
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, increased public attention has been focused
on a recognized national problem: the large number of func-
tionally incompetent and illiterate youth and adults in America.
As high as twenty percent of the adult population is lacking in
basic reading, writing, and mathematics skills as well as in
other competencies essential to the performance of work and life
tasks. Recognition of this problem has spurred many state
legislatures and departments of education to establish minimum
performance standards in the basic skills as part of high school
graduation requirements. An increased number of both basic and
remedial education programs have been established as part of high
school and post-secondary curricula. Concern has centered on
preparing students to be functionally competent in various adult
work and life roles.

In this fast-paced world of change,,the ability to use basic
and life coping skills is often tantamount to survival. Youth
and adults lacking reqqisite skills should have the opportunity
to learn and develop them. Educational and training institu-
tions, however, are faced with the serious problem of determining
where to place their primary educational emphasis. For example,
the "back to basics" movement emphasizes the importance of the
three "R's," but does not usually attend to students' needs for
occupational or consumer-related competencies. These latter are
complex behaviors that require a functional level of relevant
knowledge, attitudes, and basic skills.

Efforts to decide what schools should be teaching have been
hampered by the lack of vital baseline information. Unanswered
research questions plague us. For example, where should the
competencies, knowledge, and attitudes important to adapting to
and coping with the world of work be learned? Are they the
responsibility of the home, the schbol or the work place?

Recognizing a responsibility to provide assistance toward
solving this critical education problem, the National Center for
Research in Vocational Education conducted a study to investigate
where competencies involved in obtaining, keeping, and changing
jobs (occupational adaptability), and in performing basic
consumer activities such as buying, selling, saving money, or
managing personal income (consumer economics) should be taught.
The objectives of the study were to establish-a baseline set of
data that could:



1. contribute to a better understanding of the roles and
responsibilities of schools, as well as those of the
home and work place, in preparing individuals to be
occupationally adaptable, and

2. provide guidance and direction in planning and
developing educational curricula and programs intended
to teach the basic skills, knowledge, and attitudes
necessary for attaining functional competency in
occupational adaptability and consumer economics.

The areas of occupational adaptability and consumer
economics were selected for the study for several reasons.
Previous research conducted by the Occupational Adaptability and
Transferable Skills Program, of which this study is a part, has
linked deficiencies in the transfer of basic skills and the
failure to acquire occupationally adaptive competencies to many
of the problems workers encounter in getting, keeping, and
changing jobs. Transfer skills, which are abilities needed to
apply basic skills learned in one setting (such as in the home or
in school) to the performance of tasks in a different setting
(such as on the job or in a financial transaction), are an
important set of functional competencies in work and life. A
study by Wiantl indicated that more people apparently lose their
jobs--or fail to get jobs--because they lack certain attitudes or
adaptive competencies (such as getting along with others or
dealing with pressures to ge' the job done) than because they
lack actual job-specific skilib such as how to operate a
drill-press).

In today's society people of all ages are involved daily in
the consumption of goods and services. Many adults are
responsible not only fox managing their own consumer needs but
also the needs of others. Mass marketing and merchandising,
consumer credit, a multitude of legal and financial arrangements,
and the wide variety of available goods and services have created
the need on the part of most individuals for mastery of both
general and specific consumer comp_etencies. The roles of worker
and consumer are interrelated and the basic skills and knowledge
required to perform competently in these roles have great
commonality.

The study was to examine competencies important to the
worker and consumer and to investigate where these competencies
should be taught and are actually learned. This report
summarizes the study's initial findings on the roles of the

1 "a A.A. Transferable Skills: The Emplo er's Vie Dint
(Info. Series No. 126). Columbus: The Ohio State
University, The National Center for Research in Vocational
Education, 1977.
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home, the school, and the work place in helping individuals
recognize and develop functional skills in occupational
adaptability and consumer economics. The information reported
here is intended for teachers, parents, employers, school
administrators, legislators, and others concerned with the
functional competency of individuals in our society.

The long-range goal of the Occupational Adaptability and
Transferable Skills Program is co contribute to educational
solutions that facilitate the transitions of individuals from
school to work, home to work, and job to job. It has been and
continues to be the intention and hope of the program staff that
the information resulting from these research efforts will assist
in the development of educational policies and practices that can
aid youth and adults both in dealing with work-related transi-
tions and in achieving work and life goals through their own
initiative and abilities.

The Occupational Adaptability and Transferable Skills
Program at the National Center for Research in Vocational
Education at The Ohio State University is sponsored by the
National Institute of Education.



PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY

The study was to investigate the public's perception of the
importance of functional competencies for doing well in work and
in life and to examine where the public perceived these
competencies should be taught. The intent was

to establish priority of competencies for inclusion
in curricula or instructional materials, and

Is to delineate the unique or shared roles of
responsibility for teaching these competencies.

The study was conducted in three phases: (1) the systematic
identification and selection of the competencies and skills
investigated, (2) data collection through national surveys, and
(3) the initial analysis and interpretation of the data.

Phase _One: Identifying Competencies

Numerous research studies and project reports listing skills
and /or competencies related to the areas of concern were
collected and reviewed. Sources used to develop the study's
initial lists of competencies included: National Assessment of
Educational Progress, the Education Commission of the States,
Denver, Colorado; Adult Performance Level Project, the University
of Texas at Austin; and The Generic Skills Project, the Canada
Employment and Immigration_ Commission, Ottawa, Ontario. Staff
members working in functional literacy at the Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory and the Southwest Educational' Development
Laboratory were interviewed. In addition, specific key studies,
such as Minimum Competencies; A National Survey by Richard
Bossone and The Occu ational Survival Skills Pro ect by Robert-E.
Nelson, were reviewed.

The information gathered from the many sources was organized__
into a hierarchical framework, which also allowed for depicting
the general relationship between functional competencies and
their underlying basic skills. Specific competencies are a
combination of one or more basic skill, specific knowledge, and
attitudes, and are enabling behaviors allowing for task mastery.
Tasks were arranged into log ical sequences and these sets of
statements were used in the next step of investigation--the
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eliciting of expert opinion in order to ascertain both the
relevance of the tasks and the degree of priority of the tasks
in terms of survival.

It should be noted that competencies listed in various
studies were rewritten as behavioral task statements by project
staff. However, the language of these task statements was
considered inappropriate for use in national surveys. The
statements as they appeared in the surveys were written as and
were designated "abilities." The ability statements on the
survey are the competency statements. Henceforth, in the
narrative, the terms "competencies" and "abilities" are used
interchangeably.

Knowledgeable persons were asked to Ifeview the tasks, to add
what might be missing, and to mark out irrelevant tasks and
skills. This was in order to establish as comprehensive and
concise a framework as possible. There were twenty-five to
thirty reviewers for each general knowledge area, and these
persons were practitioners in adult education, personnel officers
of various companies, and consumer advocates.

After review by the experts, the tasks within the framework
were revised appropriately. The ability statements as they
appeared in the survey, the tass to which they refer, and
possible enabling behaviors are given in the appendix.

Phase Two: The National Sys

Data collection design and instrumentation were devised by
project staff. The survey questionnaires were pilot tested for
readability and ambiguity. Arrangements were made with Opinion
Research Corporation (ORC) in Princeton, New Jersey for identi-
fying the samples and conducting the surveys. All respondent
data was collected in the first half of 1979.

Survey Design

The occupational adaptability survey had four respondent
groups (national samples of the general adult population, high
school seniors, public school teachers, and employers), and the
consumer economics survey had one respondent group, the general
adult population. There were thirty-nine abilities pertaining to
work or working on the occupational adaptability survey and forty
abilities dealing with consumer practices on the consumer econo-
mics survey. The ability statements are listed in the data
results section (Phase 3) of this report as well as in the
appendix.
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The survey questions. Three questions were asked of the
respondents for each ability. The questions and the response
options for the occupational adaptability survey are as follows:

If a person did not have this ability, how
well would he/she do at work?

a. do well at work
b. have some problems at work
c. have a great deal of difficulty at work

This question called for respondents' judgment regarding
how well a person would do at work if he or she lacked a given
ability. The subjects in the national samples, as a group,
represented a wide range of job knowledge and work experiences.
Their responses reflected the extent to which the public values
the competencies for survival and success as a worker. Thus, the
responses can be said to be indicative of the importance of the
ability.

Where should a person be taught this (most
important place?

a. at home
b. in school (any level)
c. on the job
d. somewhere else (not listed above)

This question again called for respondents' judgment, but as
to where the abilities should be taugh_t. Like the first
question, the group responses reflict Opinion on where the
primary responsibility for teaching the competencies should be
placed.

Where do most people actually learn this?

a. at home
b. in school (any level)
c. on the job
d. somewhere else (not listed above)

As the intent of the study was to ,avestigate who has the
responsibility for teaching certain funcional competencies, it
was advantageous to get an estimate of ithere the competencies are
actually being learned. This allows for determining if the

6



school, for example, is doing what the public perceives as its
role.

Whereas the essential concept and format of the survey
questions were retained for the consumer economics survey, the
wording was changed to reflect "doing well in life" instead of
"work." In addition, due to the general and:impersonal nature of
the abilities in consumer economics, the third-person format was
narrowed to the more specific "you." Considering that many
competencies in consumer practices may be self-taught, this
phrase was for "d.- somewhere else" as shown in the
questions above. Thus, the response'options for where abilities
in consumer economics should be taught and actually were learned
were: at home, in school, on the job, and self-taught.

The_samples. The original plan was to sample approximately
2,000 adults (general adult public), 2,000 students, 1,500 teachers
(K -12), and 100 employers nationwide. A problem arose when only
thirty-six of the 106 school districts selected for study
actually participated in the study. The actual sample size,
therefore, for each respondent group and the percentage of each
sample's population by geographical region were as-follows:

Consumer Economics
General
Adult

OccupationalOccupat onal da Lability
General
Adult

Region
Te Students Employers

East 4% 26- 19% 23%
N. Central 29 28 24 27 27
South 30 32 35 36 26
West '17 14 16 18 21-Total N= 2054 2083 978 1752 107 6867

The general adult samples were-random probability samples of
persons eighteen years of age and older in the continental United
States. The teachers were public school teachers frOM kinder
garten_through high school levels._ Students-were high School
seniors in college preparatory, vocational education,:and general
programs.. Employers were selected from diverse employment areas
and geographical regions.

Data Collection

. The data collection was.carried.-out by .0pinion Research
Corporation (C). .The general- adult population. was ,surveyed in
January.;. 1979 on occupational adaptability and in July, 1979 on
consumer economics (tuTP__different_samples)._by-..trained,interT,_
viewers in the respondents' homes. The questions and ability



statements were read to the respondents by the interviewer;
subjects were not required to be literate to participate in the
study.

The data collected from teachers and- students was
accomplished through mailed-out, self-administered
questionnaires. Subjects were identified in the following
manner.

1. School districts having K-12 levels within the school
district were identified and a sample randomly
selected. (school district names are considered
confidential.)

Contacts were made with school districts. For the
participating schools, teachers (K-12) and high schOol
seniors were selected by the school superintendent's
office.

The questionnaires were administered to students in
groups. Local teachers distributed and monitored the
tests.

4. Teachers completed the form individually and the
questionnaires were - returned directly to ORC for
tabulation.

A small sample of employers (N=100) was selected according
to region and size of company by_ type of organizatiOn....._,The____.
questionnaires were self-administered and the respeifdents were
personnel officers, managers or supervisors, and/or
owners.

ORC established and maintained adequate qUality control of
the data collected. Initial response tabulations were conducted
by ORC and subsequent data analysis by project staff.

phase Three Survey Results

The percent response was tabulated for each ability
(thirty-nine for occupational adaptability and forty for consumer
economics) for each of the three survey questions for the five
respondent groups. Survey findings for occupational adaptability
and consumer economics reported here are based on these percent
responses. These data findings are presented separately for the
two content areas.



Occupational Adaptability Survey Findings
The table on the following pages lists abilities in order of

importance based on mean scores for the adult general population.The relative order of importance is also noted for teacher (T),student (5), and employer (E) samples in the first three columnsfollowing the ability statements. As the table shows prioritylistings of the abilities, the "top ten" abilities for all groupsare readily identifiable. For all four respondent groups, "to be
able'to use 'reading, writing and math skills the job calls for"was perceived to be the most important of the thirty-nineabilities. In addition, the table shows that the four sample
groups are generally in agreement as to which abilities are mostand least important. This general agreement also holds in regardto responsibility for teaching these abilities, as seen in the
remaining columns.

A pictorial view of where the ability listed should be
taught (3) versus where it was actually learned (A)' by mostpeople is also given in Table. 1. The symbols indicate the
majority respron'-e for at homer in school, and on the job_for the
general adult population (GP), teachers (T), students (5)1 andemployers (E) in that order. The shaded areas point up, abilities
where there was disagreement between "should" versus "actual"responses. For some abilities,= there was no majority responsefor a given option. Responses in these instances indicate that
the responsibility of teaching was ',hared by two places
(indicated by double symbols) or three places (shown by thenumeral 3). The following paragraphs give further elucidation onresearch findings.

ortance. One question was how well one would do at workif he or she did not have a given ability. The choices were _(1)
do well, (2) have some r,roblems, or (3) have a great deal'ofdifficulty. For three groups (general public, teachers,' and
students) the predominant choice for most abilities was options_.(2) and (3) above. That is, in' the pEr de- t_ibli -e tha adul Eo ulation - teacher, rind aunts, one would not. do well workwithout havin most of the abilities

w
listed on the- surve

Fifty percent or more of all samples thotight one would have
a great deal of difficulty at work if one did = not have the
following abilities:

Should be taught at Actual- 'learned at
Use reading, writing and
math skills the job calls for School School

Usetpols,and equipment the
job calls for Work -7Work

Get along with others - Home Home/School
Dealwithpressurego_get

the job done Work/Home
Follow rules and policies Home/Work
Have a good work attitude Home

9

Work
Work
Home



OCCUPATIONAL ADAPTABILITY COMPETENCIES

for Responsibility of Teaching on Four Samples

GP

Should Actual A

Use the readings writing and math skills the job calls for

Use the tools and equipment a job calls for

Deal with pressures to get the job done

. Get along with others

Follow rules and policies

Do parts of the job one may not want to do

Have a good work attitude

Follow job safety and health rules

Hold a job that matches one's interests and abilities

Get a job for which one has the training and background
1-

11.

1

14.

15.

I Tell others what you are doing or what you want done

Dress and act properly

18.5 interview for different job positions when necessary

16.5 Liet job interests, skills and experience for an employer

ox information about jobs one has or
21)

Alin

Get information about what is expected of you when starting a

new 'ob

Work without supervision, if necessary

Deal with unexpected things that happen

Fill out forms as required by law or by an employer

Know what kind of work one wants to do

Know where to look f

like to have
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As can be seen, the responsibility for teaching these
abilities is parceled among the home, the school, and the
employer. Not one 'place predominately, but all three seemingly
have a role in preparing people for work.

Interestingly, a large percentage of the employer sample
felt one could dO wellwithout certain abilities. These
abilities and the percentage of employers selecting choice 1, "do
well without this ability," are as follows:

. Figure out the cost of using one's own car
or public transportation (forty-eight
percent)

. Be a member of a union or professional
group (forty-six percent)

. Ask for a raise in salary (forty percent)
. Take chances that may result in rewards

(thirty-five percent)
. Understand the extras and benefits at work

(forty-two percent)
. Understand wages and deductions on one's
paycheck (forty-three percent)

However, to say that one could do well without these abilities is
not necessarily to say that these abilities are unimportant. In
these employers' perception, one could do well without them. In
the perceptions of the general population, teachers, and
students, the predominate response was that one would have some
problems or a great deal of difficulty without these abilities.

ResponsibAllly.

Abilities which should be taught in school. Fifty
percent or more of the eneraig:22p.aation thought tha t the
following abilities should be taught in school:

. Use the reading, writing and math skills
the job calls for
Get a job for which one has the training
and background

. Fill out forms as required by law or
employer

. Know what kind of work one wants to do
List job interests, skills, and experience
for employer

12 20



The students, teachers, and employers would also add the
following abilities:

. Know where to look for_ about
jobs one has or would like to. -have

. Interview for different job positions when
necessary.

. Understand wages and deductions on one's
paycheck or stub

abilities which should be -tau ht at home. Fiveabilities, specifically those dealing with attitudes and
interpersonal relations, were thought to be the home'sresponsibility. Fifty percent or more gf all sample groupsperceived that the following abilities should be taught at home:

. Get along with others

. Dress and act properly
Have a good work attitude

. Deal with unexpected things that happen

. Manage one's own time and activities

Abilities which should be taught on the -ob. At leasthalf or more of, the sample groups were in agreement as to whichabilities should be taught on the job. These were as follows:

. Understand the
at work

. Get promoted on the job
Know one's rights as an employee

. Ask for .,a raise in salary
Use tools and equipmerft the job calls, for
Get information about what is expected of
'you when starting a new job
Be a member of a union or professional
group

. Do things at work in a new way1when one
gets a chance

extras or benef is :offered

These= abilities appear logically to_be the kind of thingsone would expect to learn on the job, with the possible exceptionof "Use tools and equipment the job calls for."' Due to the large
number of persons who are or have been enrolled in shop, voca-_ tonal education courses, -and_ various-traIning- courses-- -one-

13



might have expected the use of tools and equipment to have been
learned more in school and less on the job.

Discussion of _findings. The question on responsibility has
two parts: where should an ability be taught and where is it
actually learned. For the most part, when an item was seen as
should be taught at a given place, it generally was seen as
predominately being learned at that place. One exception was
teachers saw the following abilities as should be taught at home
but actually were learned in schools

Get along with others
. Work without superviaion
. Follow rules and policies
. Know when one's work is being done well

In considering the difference between "should be taught at"
and "actually learned at," one might expect that the ideal is
seldom attained. A larger percent of the group will say it
should be taught in one place than will say it is actually
learned there. This is almost invariably true regarding the
options of "at home" and "at school," but is never the case for
"on the job." That is, all groups perceive that Many abilities
are more often learned on the job than should be taught there.

1PrEcc0-__Fi."-inC"Putrs

The questions for the survey on consumer economics were the
same as on the occupational adaptability survey in that the
questions dealt with where abilities should be taught, where they
actually are learned, and how well you would get along in life if
you did not have the ability. The difference was in the response
categories and in the sample design. The responses for the
consumer economics survey were at home, in school, at work, and
self-taught. The only group surveyed was the general public.
TeaChers, students, and employers were not part of-the sample
design.

The percent response was calculated for the .forty abilities
on the survey, and data findings are reported based upon this
percent response. The .exception is for listing abilities by
priority as given in Table 2. Mean scores were calculated and
the abilities were ranked .-accordingly.

In the American public's opinion, the most important
consumer economic ability was "to make change using bills and
coins" ,and the least-important was "to order things from a
catalog." The forty abilities ranked by importance are shown

14



in Table 2. In addition, where the ability should be taught and
where it actually was learned is indicated. Both first and
second choices for where the ability was actually learned are
given. As can be seen, the second choice for thirty-four of the
forty items was "at home." The "at home" and "self-taught"
options may not be independent but probably are interrelated.
More detailed findings are discussed below.

Importance. All abilities were seen as important for doing
well in 1-ife. About half the _public consistently responded that
they would have some problems in life if they did not have most
of the abilities listed in the survey. More emphatically,
one-half to three-quarters of the public thought they would be in
a great deal of difficulty if they were not able to:

. Make change using bills and coins

. Manage money so that you can pay your bills

. Balance a checkbook

. Keep records and receipts to file income
tax forms

On the other hand, about a third of the public thought they
could do well in life without knowing how to do the following:

. Otder things you want from a catalog

. Apply for credit cards

. Find stores that have the best bargains
Decide between renting and buying things
you may not need very often

Responsibility.

Abilities which should be tau ht in school. The
abilities thought to be predominately the school's responsibility
were those closely related to basic computation and compre-
hension skills. Between forty and sixty percent of the general
population thought these activities should be taught in school:

. Add the total cost (plus tax) of a purchase

. Balance a checkbook

. Write a check or fill out a money order

. Understand how changes in the economy make
a difference in how much you have to spend
Keep records and receipts to file income
tax forms

15
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CONSUMER ECONOMICS COMPETENCIES

Ranked by Importance
11.

Should

11 el
1 2

Make change using bills and coins m e

_ Manage money so that you can pay your bills 0

3. Balance a checkbook

4. Write a check or fill out a money order

Keep records and receipts to file income tax forms 4 *

Add the total cost (plus tax) of a purchase

Prepare and stick to a budget m m

Be able to tell when you are not getting satisfactory service (like

doctors s mechanics etc
m

9. Take good care of your belongings or property s

10. Decide which purchases you make are necessary and which are not

11. Understand how changes in the economy make a difference
_-

12. Establish a credit rating * 0 m

13. Decide if a more expensive item is worth the extra cost 0 m

14. Get a mortgage on a house

15.
Get ymur money back if the item you bought is not well made or does not

*

16. Get your utilities turned on or off, if you need to * s

17. Get the electric or phone company to fix something if it is not working *

18. Get the right kind of insurance coverage m s * m

19.
Decide what gives you the best return (or pro on your money, if you
want to save mane

0 *

20. Borrow money in the easiest and best way, if you need to borrow * is m m



21. Shop around for the kind of savings plan the meets your needs
a

22. Recognize false advertising when you see it * m

23. Complain about poor service to the right person
i

24. Decide if you should pay cash or charge what you buy

)5.5 Have something fixed using the warranty * M M

)5.
Decide between selling something large yourself, such as a house or car, or
havin' someone sell it for ou

27. Get a personal loan from a bank, if you need a loan m

28 Find out about the quality of what you are buying before you buy it *

29. Finance something at a store or dealer (like a car, TV, etc.)

0.5 Rent an office or a place to live

0.5
Understand how the price _ gasoline and other resources is changed, as
suqies are used u . m

)2. Fix things when they break or tear
*

_ Get help if you have problems with your purchases I

14.
Make the right decisions about buying things that are advertised to make
ou want them *

15. Decide which item is the best buy, based on unit prices at the store m

Find the right person to sell .something for you

7. Find stores that have the best bargains

I. Decide between renting or buying things you may not need very often

_

O.

Apply for credit cards (gas, department store, Master Charge, etc.)

Order things you want from a catalog *

U

s



. Understand how the price of gasoline and
other resources is changed as supplies are
used up

Although they were seen as being predominately the school's
responsibility, they were actually sekf7taugh to a great extent
instead of learned at school. However, "Add the total cost of a
purchase" was learned at school by forty percent of the public.

Abilities which should be tNIght_at home. The
abilities perceived to be the home's responsibility were the
following four:

. Take good care of your belongings or
property

. Fix things when they break or tear

. Manage money so you can pay your bills

. Prepare and stick to a budget

Two-th
belongings
home. Half
money, and
self-taught

irds of the people thought that taking care of
both should be taught and was actually learned at
of the population thought fixing things, managing

budgeting should be taught at home, but were actually

it ties_ whichushould be self-tau ht. Forty to
fifty -five Percent of the population thought thirteen of the
forty abilities should be self-taught. These are as follows:

. Decide which item is the best buy, based on
unit prices given at the store
Decide between selling something large
youfg-erf,suahii-Eodiior car, or having
someone sell it for you

. Find the right person to sell something for
you

. Be able to tell when you are not getting
satisfactory service
Complain about poor service to the right
person

. Decide if you should pay cash or charge
what you buy

. Find stores that have the beat bargains

. Find out the quality of what you are buying
before you buy it

. Decide between renting or buying things you
may not need very often

1
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. Rent an office or place to live
. Make the right decisions about buying
things that are advertised to make you want
them

. Get help if you have problems with your
purchases

. Get your money back if the item you bought
is not well made or does not wor well

Abilitiei which s lit between home and self-tauht. For
six other abilities, the predominant place of where they should
be taught split about equally between home and self-taught.
These were as follows:

. Decide if a more expensive item is worth
the extra cost

. Decide which purchases you make are
necessary and which are not

. Get your utilities turned on or off

. Get the electric or phone company to fix
something if it is not working

. Have something fixed using the warranty

. Order things you want in a catalog

For the abilities listed above, fifty to sixty percent of
the people said they had actually learned, if they had learned
them, by teaching themselves.

Abilities which split among school and home self-
laugilt. Ten abilities were perceived to be about equally the
responsibility of the school, home, or self-taught. That is,
there was no general agreement as to the most important place the
following abilities should be taught.

Shop around for the kind of savings plan
that meets your need

. Decide what gives you the best return on
your money
Apply for credit cards

. Establish a credit rating
Borrow money in the easiest and best way

. Get a personal loan from a bank

. Get a mortgage on a house
. Finance something (like a car, TV) at a

store or dealer
. Get the right kind of insurance coverage
. Recognize false advertising when you see it
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For all of the above, they were not learned in school by
many people. More than half of the population said they had
taught themselves and about a quarter stated they had learned
these abilities at home. Some persons indicated they did not
know how to do these abilities. For instance sixteen percent
responded that they did not know how to get a mortgage on a
house..

Abilities which_ should be taught_atwork. No ability
on the consumer economics survey was perceived as should be
taught or as having been learned predominately on_ the job. For
instance, only five percent of the people said they learned to
make change at work, and six percent that they learned to add the
total cost of a purchase on the job.

Discussion of _findings. In general, abilities pertaining
directly to basic skills (especially math skills) were perceived
to be the school's responsibility for teaching. Abilities
perceived to be the home's responsibility were abilities having
to do with taking care of belongings. But overall, public
opinion was divided among whether these abilities should be
taught at home, in school, or self-taught.

A clear cut finding pertaining to several abilities in
consumer economics was that when asked _where did you actually
learn this, the response was self-taught. Regardless of where
the ability should be taught, competencies in money management
and consumer practices, if learned, were self-taught for about
half or more of the adult population. However, why most
abilities in this area are perceived to be self-taught may be due
to the specificity of the item (such as keep receipts for income
tax purposes) or the infrequent occurrence of many items (How
many times does one buy a house?).
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VIEWPOINT

In this section the at,:thors present viewpoints on
alternative interpretations and recommendations based on the
results of the surveys reported as well as other related
research.

asic Skills

Many of the competencies that were rated as important to
success in work depend on the use of basic reading, writing, and
math skills. The top-rated occupational adaptability competency
(use the reading, writing, and math skills the job calls for)
identifies the use of these basic skills as the most important
factor in succeeding at work. The school was identified as
having primary responsibility for developing this first
competency.

The fact that competencies involving reading, writing, and
math were considered important probably comes as no surprise to
anyone. However, when the educational implications of this
finding are translated into practical terms, there are at least
two conclusions that can be drawn from the data.

First, one might conclude that there should be more emphasis
on teaching the basic skills of reading, writing, aLd mathematics
as they are typically being taught. That is, students should
receive more instruction and practice in mastering the academic
applications of these skills. Minn alternative conclusion might be
that students should receive more instruction and practice in
learning to apply reading, writing, and math skills as they are
used in work settings to perform occupational tasks. This latter
conclusion

into
the most sense, in view of much of the other

research nto skills for work.

In a series of research studies conducted for the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company, Short2 found that there were

2Shor t, and Changing Occupations: Job and Skills for
Tomorrow Occu i.t onal Ada tabilit Pers ec ives on
TOmorrOws Careers SYmposium, The Na tiona Center or
Research ii Vocation al Education (Columbus, OH: The Ohio
State Univers ,ity 1979) p 6.1
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significant differences between what schools teach and what jobs
require in the application of reading and math skills. A number
of new employees beginning their careers with the Bell System
were observed at work and then were interviewed about the
contrasts between their school and job experiences. The new
employees frequently reported great differences between reading
in school and on the job. Reading in school was done primarily
in order to be able to answer a written question related to the
reading. In contrast, most of the things they were required to
read on the job were supposed to change their actual behavior.
"Training and job instructions were read in order to find out how
to do a job . . . "

The Bell employees also reported a great discrepancy between
the way math skills were used on a job and the way they were used
in school. In school, math problems are most often presented in
a book with all the necessary information to solve the problem
conveniently provided. On the job, however, a problem is seldom
so neatly defined. For example, the problem may come from one
source (a customer call) and the information needed to solve the
problem may come from several other sources (procedural manuals,
rate tables, company policies, computer displays, consultation
with a supervisor, etc.). Many of these kinds of information can
quickly disappear unless the employee makes a record as the
information is obtained.

Another difference between math problems on the job and in
school is the amount of irrelevant information involved in the
work-related problem. In math textbooks, all the information
given is relevant to the problem, while on the job a great amount
of information may be irrelevant to the problem and its solution.
The employee must sort out the important information from the
unimportant or irrelevant. In addition, an employee must
identify the problem, decide how to set it up to be solved,
decide how to proceed in obtaining the solution, and then take
some appropriate action based on the solution once it is
obtained.

These examples point out some of the significantly different
conditions that affect the use of reading and math skills in
school, and their successful application in a work situation.

A series of studies have been conducted by the Canada
Employment and Immigration Commission3 in order to identify the
use of certain generic skills for a broad range of occupations.
The skill areas studied included mathematics, communications,

3S 'th, A.D., Generic Skill-- Ke a to Job Performance. Canada
Employment and Immigration Commission, 1977.
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reasoning, interpersonal relations, science and psychomotor.
Supervisors in twenty-eight occupations and workers in 149
occupations were surveyed to identify the skill requirements of
the occupations they represented. Results of the studies
suggested the following descriptions of how skills are applied in
the performance of work-related activities:

Reading at work includes business forms, notes,
letters, memos, charts, tables, technical and reference
books. Workers are expected to read for facts and be
able to decide how what they have read related to their
jobs.

Writing at work is characterized by the completion
of business forms and terse factual memos, letters, and
reports. Creative essay writing is rarely required or
allowed.

Elementary arithmetic, computational, and
measurement skills are common everyday requirements for
most workers. Most computations are directly related
to measurements which the workers have made or to
measurement data being processed and are characterized
by repetitive operations. Charts, tables, and common
formulas are frequently supplied. Aids such as
calculators are provided to promote productivity. Many
workers are involved with geometric figures,
mensuration and drawings or sketches. Although a
number have to be able to read graphs such as bar,
circle, and line, few ever draw graphs. Euclidean,
vector, and analytic geometry are rarely if ever
needed. Although the technologists require some
elementary algebraic and trigonometric abilities, these
skills are rarely required by most other workers.
Algebra, when needed, is usually at the one variable
level and the formula is generally provided to the
workers.

These examples and illustrations are presented to support
our viewpoint that the survey data are Suggesting the need to
implement or strengthen educational approaches and practices to
reflect the requirements of the work place, and to develop the
kinds of behaviors that workers need to perform work-related
activities successfully. Schooling that prepares students to
transfer their basic skills smoothly to life and worm tasks will
go a long way in preparing them for their adult roles and
responsibilities.
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World f Work Knowled

In addition to having the proper skill, knowledge, and
attitudes to perform job tasks, individuals also need up-to-date
information that can guide-them in their job search efforts.
Knowledge about contemporary patterns of job entry, progression,
and change, and employer recruiting and hiring practices is
essential to successful entry and subsequent transitions in the
labor force.

Many youth lack appropriate labor force information and do
not know how or where to find it. In a 1972 study of over _300
male high school students in Washington, Defleur and Menke4
found that there was "little increase in occupational knowledge
during the high school years and almost no difference in
occupational knowledge possessed by youth from several social
class levels."

Youth also have various misconceptions about typical career
and job patterns of workers in the labor force. A study by
Prediger et al.5 in 1973_found that sixty-one percent of a
sample of 32,000 high school juniors believed most persons never
change jobs throughout their adult lives and forty-three percent
believed unemployment rates are lower for youth than adults.

Schools can provide a valuable service to students by
teaching them how to locate labor market information, how to use
it to find job opportunities, and how to get the job they want.
Schools can provide students with access to local labor market
information by establishing information-sharing linkages with
local employers, employee professional groups and organizntions,
local government representatives and state level officials that
collect and compile labor statistics. Individuals knowledgeable
about the job opportunities in the local labor market can provide
current information and guidance to teachers and students about
successful job search techniques and job requirements. Armed
with such information and a well-developed set of occupational
competencies, students will be better prepared to find their way
into and around the world of work.

4Defleur, Lars, and Menke, B.A., "Learning About the Labor
Force: Occupational Knowledge Among High School Males
Sociology of Education, 48 (Summer 1975), p. 324.

Prediger, D.J., Roth, J.D., and Noeth, R.J. Nationwide Study
of Student Career Revelment : Sumnary of Results.
-American College Testing Program, Report 61, NoveMber 1973
p. 33.
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Linkages

Clearly, the results of the survey indicated that the
responsibility for developing many of the competencies in
occupational adaptability and consumer economics was shared among
the home, the school, the work place, and the individual. The
competencies reported here represented a range of skills and
abilities that individuals may develop through various
educational, life and work experiences. However, for such
experiences to aid individuals in developing a full range of
competencies, there must be cooperation and communication among
the home, school and work place.

We suggest that the competency statements identified in this
report be used as a basis for community-based dialogue between
parents, teachers, and employers to clarify the expectations of
each and their respective contributions toward developing student
competence in occupational adaptability and consumer economics.
Parents, students, educators, and employers should be involved
establishing community standards of competence in both areas.

Ferrin and Arbeiter6 (1975) present a model that describes
the Process-Intensive and the Requirements-Intensive approaches
to establishing linkages between the educational sector and the
work sector.

The Process-Intensive approach "concentrates primarily on
the school/college process and the work process." Entry and exit
requirements of both sectors are of minor concern while more
emphasis is placed on making the education process more like the
work process and vice versa.

In the Requirements-Intensive approach the emphasis is
placed on "aligning education exit and work entry requirements."
This approach strives to match the competencies of graduates to
the competencies required for work entry although a give-and-take
adjustment by both sectors would be desirable. The
Requirements-Intensive Approach represents the kind of linkages
that can be developed in a community and that would- incorporate
occupational adaptability and consumer eocnomics competencies as
a starting point.

Communities can conduct similar surveys at the local level
to verify- the perceptions and expectations of the home, school,
and work sectors. The results from local surveys and this
national survey can aid in guiding policy .and educational

6Ferrin, R.I., and Arbeiter, S. Bridging the Gaps: A Study of
Education-to-Work Link4ges. College Entrance Examination
Board, 1975, p. 82.



practice toward establishing linkages that match educational exit
requirements to work entry requirements. Through the establish-
ment of community councils, representatives from each sector can
be involved in a give-and-take process to develop their own plans
to ensure that students are fully prepared for the transition
from school to work.
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PD BIBILITIES FOR CURRICULUM PLANNING DIALOGUE

An objective of the study was to render the information
collected on competencies in occupational adaptability and
consumer economics in a form applicable for curriculum planning
efforts. The content of this section, therefore, is presented as
a tentative guide for curriculum planning dialogue. It is in-
tended as an aid for persons who may wish to infuse their local
curriculum practices with elements of functional competency
development. The elements presented -here are meant as examples
and not as the final word in the areas of occupational adapta-
bility and consumer economics and the competencies they demand.
This section seeks only to provide a baseline for considering
curricular possibilities, and such possibilities may 'include:

teaching for competency in occupational adaptability and
consumer economics in the public schools.

encouragement of home or self responsibility for learning
and mastering these competencies.

employer involvement in. responsibility for teaching .and
methodology for learning occupationally-adaptable
competencies.

development of functional competency learning programs
for special needsgrodps a

development of functional- competency program_s for work
adaptability-and good consumer practices in adult basic
educe tioni vocational rehabilitation, business and
inddstry employee training, and ,other areas.-

matdhing of school exit and job entry requirements in'
order to ease the ---trarisitiOn--.. fromtchOoi :to: I#Ork

providing a-base for
graduationiaccredita

select ng
ion requirements.

competenale

The tables which foll y uld serve` as casual maps- for some
curricular .devalopment 14eas. They provide a _graphic
Presentation of the,p04sipie,developmene of fuFictionel =competency
in occupational adePPabiliiirand. cOnStinit. economics task areas.
The tables thus present the tea,Chin9/learning rerat iondhip
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between enabling behaviors tasks, and abilities. The
explanation on how to read and use Tables 3 and 4 is as follows:

Column 1: Enablin g Behaviors Enabling behaviors are
specific task-related behaviors which need to be developed in an
individual before that person can master the task. These would
also be the content for teaching toward functiOnal competency as
basic skills and specific subject matter knowledge should be
built into the enabling behaviors. Learning the enabling
behaviors is an important if not essential step toward- task
mastery and consequently, the ability to perform competently.
The behaviors listed in the first column are representative o
the kinds of enabling behaviors that need to be developed in the
individual.

Column 2: Task -Foss 1 Task areas are the general areas in
which a person must be' competent in order to 'function-effectively
in Occupational and life-Performance situations. 1They represent
general performance activities that are in theOselves a statement
of application of numerous basic skills,'knowledge and attitudes.

OL21" 3: Survey Ability ptatements ] The survey ability
statements ,were the'-'-survey ricompetency stateents. In this schema
(Tables 3 and 4) they describe the -which results-when
individuals function competently. These ability statements are
in fact statements-Of functional competency development.

-Teachers and work-site supervi=e,rss ,who'recognize thatbenefits can accrue from ability- th-transfer:,einclass learning t
real life and 'work contexts can make use of _the,*rveydata"-, to
help studentsi studentrworkers, and entry-level eriiployeeS develop -
competencies which can enha-hce- occupational and

_ consumer .economics - practices'. -:MoreoVer i':',teeakier nO2P-appervi ear amight:. -want to insitiate-_attivities foriubstilitieting
im tance of these :competencies. They 'caii-also-.inforin and
orient other ins tr qtional- per Sonner- ktift - encourage recognition o_
the necessity-of teaching' for inkottotia bOktpe tence

For -example , a teacher --or supervisor could take- the
ollowing steps and, successful, could 'organize an

*_Only selected behaviors (in all columns) are displayed.
entire schema is g i.ven in the append ix



instructional Staff for teaching, toward the application: of
occupational adaptability and consumer economics skills.

Std. 1. Validate sets of the national survey competencies
in occupational adaptability and consumer
economics = with local employers --work experience
supervisors teachers, 'parents and students:

2. Inform orient other_ instructional personnel to the
survey data and the need to_teach occupational
adaptability and consumer economics competencies.

step: Establish-agreement-among intact groups
instructional -personnel regarding which
competencies to _teach.-

Given below is a tentative list of current related
educational issues.. All of these issues-- derive ficim one
assumption: .what is called for is a change_ in- focus of
acadetic,and.vocational program ,goals -to-4,1143Wprimary emphasis
on recognizing and __,developing, - .endurahie -.andf transferable skills
and competencies across diverse- work-performance -requirements.

Issue. Students need learning ',`experiences which do the
following ; `t

acknowledge students unique attributes
enhahoe'4ttideritsi: motivational skills and
Per aohaVritSriet 7 :if-
reinfore, the LLvaluing of,-.,thes-behaviorS, that make
smooither =job = aaquisftion .and work-
persforrnatme

The desired: educational programs should
tocue;:on- the-'follpwing: 1-
= preparation of youth for the transition_from

schoOl exit, to work_ entry
-- preparation:- of youth -for a ,wide range: of initial

employzieRt oriportimitiis .

deVelopment of occupational adaptability and
consumer -economics. ,ekills for application on thejob and lri ire,

- the use --of occsupatiohal adaptability skills to
further advandeMent in, rewarding, employment

Issue. Curriculum and assessment: materials and practices
are needed --which-eliaster -and descr ibe occupations
in different ways.. Clusteringehbuld- be based on
the coMMonalities of skills, necessary attitudes,
knowledges, and other personal_ requirements rather
than on :-.10b and itidustry_ titles. which mask the
range of potential job opportunities-.

Issue.



Issue. Pedagogy and curriculum design need to be
redirected toward transfer of learning and-,
occupational- adaptability. ,.This should occur by
providing students with opportunities to practice
applidation of skills, attitudes, and knowledges
under a variety of conditions which replicate work
contexts consistent with the'real expectations of
employers.

Issue. Alternatives to the traditional evidences of
credentialing must be developed. These should
describe more effectively the full range of student
capabilities and achievements and relate them to
potential job performance.

The following brief scenarios were developed to give some
idea of how a teacher or other instructor _could teach toward
competency in occupational adaptability and consumer economics
The competencies which are developed in these scenarios wereselected from the abilities on the occupational adaptability and
consumer economics surveys.

Scenario 1: Occupational ,Ada tabrra along with others
Ms. Perellies class in, office practice has .spent the past

week studying office procedures and etiquette. She' has noticed
that several students have been ,disruptive,- pointlessly arguing
with one another about minor issues raised in class. Ms. Perelli
decides that her students should develop the occupational
adaptability competency of getting ,along with other, people.

__She divides the class into five gibups and A:ivesi each one of -five situationtion .cards_ she has s:'.designed The caidgprovides-tha t --
group with a specific work place situatiop.=:- :tto _Student

.given a role'!,:to the-,.situa_tion.,, 1,-The--rorasklemande----thet- -;
each studentisiMula-te a. ter tarn
per acina I ristoryr,tor ::=.prei4di..Cei4hicti;;,isi'4-at-r,oddstmw=ithithbeeof the z_
other students in -tie ; given 'flVe,;.rtfittites, to
word but ways of ,behaving .,in =ttie 1ak place, wouId:'eneourage
accord Without comprOMf.ainT roles.

Ms. Perelli repeats the activity once-.a -week
-c

oy-rotati. - the
i tuation cards -aMong.'the groups. After one month,!-she-bkiefully

nntices marked -improvement in socia =l behavior among:previou'aly
-sruptive-groups of Students.



Scenario Consumer Econom cs - -Take good ca
of cur " "Delon n or e

Students in Ms. Thompson 's politics of Democracy class have
been discussing economic literacy, .e., how to funCticm in
competent ways with one's available money and how. to be a
responsible consumer. Ms. Thompson thinks it is time to get into
the subject more deeply. She decides to spend three days on
consumer econpmics problem solving.

Ms. Thompson presents the class with the problem, of
responsible care of belongings and property. She designs a large
poster for each day and directs a class discussion about each
poster.

Day 1: On the first day she shows the class a
poster which'depicts a woman, Zelda Ligon,
standing in front of a run-down house she is
trying to buy through the Housing and Urban
Development urban homestead lottery. If she is
one of the applicants whose number is drawn she
will be able to buy the house from the city for a
dollar. She will then have to Adhere to several
requirements. She must renovatethe house until
it meets city code regulations and must live in
the house for four years.

Zelda wins the lottery, buys the house, and
finds that she must obtain a loan to fix up the
house

The students spend day one discussing ho
get the loan.

Day 2: On the second day, Ms. Thompson shows the
class a poster of Zelda and her children moving
into the renovated house. Ms. Thompson tells the
class that Zelda is beginning to find it
difficult to maintain the property and that
maintenance of the property is one of the
requirements for obtaining clear title to the
house after four years.

The class discusses possible solutions to
the maintenance problem. For instance, they
recommend that Zelda share with her two neighbors
the purchase of a lawn mower and tools and the
scheduled maintenance of both properties.

34



Day 3: Ms. Thompson shows the class a poster of
Zelda and her neighbors with a broken lawn mower
and tools which have been ill-cared for.

The class recommends a system of scheduled
maintenace of the equipment with a checking
procedure to keep all three neighbors involved
and committed.

For the rest of the class year Ms. Thompson hopes, to be
able to note that the students respond much more fully to issues
of property and belonging as well as to personal responsibility
issues in general.

Scenario 3: Consumer Economics-,-Decide which purchases
-oh make are necessar and Which are not

Mr. Garneau 's family living class has spent the past several
weeks discussing the responsibilities and problems involved in
setting up and managing a household. Al though many of the
students have been eager to discuss the issues that have been
raised, several senior students feel that, the courke has limited
relevance for the decisions they may soon face after graduation.
Mr. Garneau spends one day discussing the concepts of
decision-making. He designs a week-long activity which requires
each student to examine ten possible purchases and to determine
which are necessary and which are not given specific budget and
situational parameters.

On the first day of the activity Mr. Garneau arranges ten
possible purchases on a table. The ten are:

. toaster-oven

. convertible sofa

. sports car
. shoes
. monthly bus pass
. outdoor gas grill
. lawn furniture
. bid for fireplace installation
bid' for room addition

. hair dryer

Mr Garneau assigns prices for each item and writes the
budget and situational parameters for the day on the board. The
parameters fall into the following categories:
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primary =need
.= available money

possible conflict
alternative needs

The students then Andividually choose. ost necessary
_purchase and write in narrative all appropriate reasons as wellas, reasons why other purchases are unnecessary.

Theactivitr continues with different ,parameters assignedeach aftev the activity has 'ended, Mr. -Garneau expectsto,see evidence that his students are recognizing how theirskills can-be used in decision-making situations which affecttheir lives as consumers.

Occupa 'am a b-
pressures. to get -the, job done,

Mr.,Polansk-i's'carpen students 'are' vided- into six workgrbups.-- Mr. .Polanski warits1.,:eact-gronp-, to ekRer ience--dhe aspect
of the. Piesiur es;'one- can 'eital4Ot7.-1n°`'dorapleting gwor
assigna_.e&Oh group a _different,,task.-, The -tasks are as follows:

-3-

;install ing'.,A sub-ilbdr .section
. constructing E.-WaIr:;'seCtIon-`

Awing- a- ,plan tkng a bili. of ma teria
constructing.; ,a cuppoird

. constructing roof zttrusses from a glven plan

. framing a doorway

Mr. Polanski then as igns each group aothetical 'cons raints. They are
time
money._
availability of resources/materials

. employer's personal''demands and-expectations
peoduct specifiCatiOns

. work place safety and procedural regulations

different

Mr. Polanski tells the st6-dents that he will monitor eachgroup to determine how well they are dealing with eachconstraint. At the end of the activity Mr. Polanski solicits thegroup perceptions of the pressures involved. He expects to noteincreased awareness of the realities of work place pressure.
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The tables and scenarios were offered as suggestions for
your use. (Modifications should be made as are appropriate to
student-groups and teaching objectives.) The4unctional
cbmpetenoies, discussed were geared toward transfer to multi-.
situatione ar application in students transition from school
exit to work entry.

In infusing the development of competency elements in
curricular practices, modifications of the suggestions made and
behaviors listed should be made as are appropriate to student
needs and teaching objectives.
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Recognize skills in tool and resource use transferable among job duties
Practice using tools, materials, and person or thing resources

ALONG WITH OTHERS
ble to communicate with others

. Show ability to express oneself
Determine appropriate expressions allowable by employers and accept-
able to self

WITH PRESSURES TO GET THE JOB DONE
with stress and pressure

Identify stress causing aspects of job
Evaluate stress situations
Understand how stress affects self both positively and negatively
Investigate ways to reduce pressure on the job and off

)W RULES AND POLICIES
Ly with set regulations and policies

. Read operational manual or other guidelines
Comprehend what is expected of one as an employee
Evaluate consequences of noncompliance

A GOOD WORK ATTITUDE
istrate appropriate attitude toward work

Show a positive attitude toward work
Attempt to get and keep jobs that are of interest
PraCtice effective interpersonal skills
Reevaluate attitudes in order to develop or enhance job= tisfaction

MTS OF THE JOB ONE MAY NOT LIKE TO DO
ability to complete job assignment
. Know and accept job responsibilities

Arrange schedule for effective use of time in order to complete
assignment
Treat job aspects as part of a whole and set deadlines for completing
if necessary

W JOB SAFETY AND HEALTH RULES
w appropriate safety and health rules

Read materials appropriate for one's workplace and type of work
Identify type of clothing appropriate for health and appearance on
the job
Insure: proper ventilation and lighting
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HOLD A JOB THAT HAM-LS ONE'S INTERESTS AND ABILITIES
Match interests, aptitudes, and abilities to specific occupation

Obtain information on jobs of, individual interest
Examine career goals
Examine interests, aptitudes, and abilities
Evaluate if individual abilities, etc. are sufficient for specific
occupation

GET A JOB FOR WHICH ONE HAS THE TRAINING AND BACKGROUND
Know educational and training prerequisites

. Check information resources to determine prerequisites
Examine individual record for match with prerequisites
Determine what is lacking

LIST JOB INTzRzsTs, SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE FOR AN EMPLOYER
Prepare resume or skill portfolio

. Determine purpose of resume and organize what is to be presented
Write clearly and concisely
Give correct information
Prepare samples of work for portfolio
Share resume with others for criticism

INTERVIEW FOR DIFFERENT JCS POSITIONS WHEN NECESSARY
Use relevant interview skills

Anticipate questions and prepare answers
Plan transportation to get to interview on time
Investigate company before interview in order to ask pertinent
questions

. Present self in best light
Act confident and interested

FILL OUT FORMS AS REQUIRED BY LAW OR BY. AN EMPLOYER
Complete job employment and processing forms

. Read and be able to understand wording on forms
Have accurate information available for filling out forms (Social
Security number, names of previous employers, etc.)
Write legibly
Be aware of confidentiality and privacy rights

GET INFORMATION ABOUT WHAT IS EXPECTED OF YOU WHEN STARTING A NEW JOB
Comprehend job duties and responsibilities

Ask for and obtain written job description
Ask questions when relevant
Find out organizational structure and communication lines
Identify supervisor or director



DRESS AND ACT PROPERLY
Obtain orientation or on- the -jab training necessary to carry out duties

Determine what one is expected to be able to know and use
Determine the extent and type of training or orientation offered,
if any
Take advantage of orientation/training to learn

Demonstrate good grooming and hygiene practices
Maintain physical and emotional health
Select suitable dress for work
Be able to determine when appearance or some momentary aspect such
as exposure to a contagious disease is detrimental to job performance

TELL OTHERS WHAT YOU ARE DOING OR WHAT YOU WANT DONE
Be able to communicate with others

Show ability to express oneself
Determine appropriate expressions allowable by employers and accept-
able to self

WORK WITHOUT SUPERVISION, IF NECESSARY
Exhibit capacity to create own work

Show ability to work on one's own
Anticipate tasks and logical sequence of work
Be able to work without supervision

FIGURE OUT A BETTER WAY TO GET THINGS DONE
Figure out better way to do the job

. Look for effective shortcuts
Apply skills and knowledge from previous tasks to new situation
Select most appropriate alternative from various ways to do the task

PERSUADE OTHERS TO ONE'S WAY OF THINKING, and
GET SUPPORT FROM OTHERS TO CHANGE THINGS THAT NEED CHANGING ON THE JOB
Mobilize group support to change job conditions

Communicate the need for the change to group
Work together with others to modify or make a change
Figure out best way to utilize group pressure

DO THINGS AT WORK IN A NEW WAY WHEN ONE GETS THE CHANCE
Take opportunities to be, innovative

. Adapt resources to better accomplish the task at hand
Evaluate strategies before applying them
Read professional Material, journals for ideas and suggestions
Be informed of what is happening within organization



TAKE CHANCES THAT MAY RESULT IN REWARDS
Exhibit appropriate risk taking behavior

Analyze consequences of risk if guess is wrong
Evaluate rewards if risk taken pays off
Demonstrate ability to evaluate existing information in order to
take a risk
Show awareness of what can and cannot be left to chance

DEAL WITH UNEXPECTED THINGS THAT HAPPEN
Demonstrate ability to meet contingencies at work

. Show resourcefulness and flexibility in face of unexpected happenings
Anticipate some possibilities and plan accordingly
Analyze past contingencies or happenings as to what was done and
what should have been done

KNOW ONE'S RIGHTS AS AN EMPLOYEE
Comprehend legal aspects of employment

Know rights as an employee
Identify recourse in case of job discrimination
Understand wages and deductions
Be aware of practices that could get one fired

BE A MEMBER OF A UNION OR PROFESSIONAL GROUP
Join and maintain professional affiliations

Identify organizations of interest
Determine eligibility requirements
Pay dues or other entry and annual requirements

USE MATERIALS AND THE KNOWLEDGE OF OTHER PEOPLE TO DEVELOP ONE'S JOB INTERESTS
Use materials and people to develop career interests

. Identify sources for obtaining information
Read periodicals and professional references
Visit potential work sites
Confer with knowledgeable persons

KNOW WHEN ONE'S OWN WORK IS BEING DONE WELL
Evaluate self development and productivity

. Assess personal interest and job ea zsfaction
Set priority of needs to be met
Evaluate job skills and strategies
Assess production against coworkers



LEARN NEW JOB SKILLS TO GET A DIFFERENT JOB OR POSITION
Update skills or retrain in new skills

Determine adequacy of present skill for job advancement or promotion
Consider alternatives to present position
Consider options for obtaining and using new skills
Locate school, seminar, etc. for updating skills or retraining

GET PROMOTED ON THE JOB
Seek advancement or promotion within the organization

Identify available positions
Match or develop necessary prerequisites
Apply for an interview for the position

ASK FOR A RAISE IN SALARY
Obtain a raise

Document one's service and worth to the organization
Present one's request and rationale
Assess alternatives if request is denied

DECIDE HOW AND WHEN TO LEAVE A JOB FOR ANOTHER JOB
Chang_ e careers or employment

Determine area and extent of career change
Locate available positions of interest
Evaluate positions where present skills and knowledge are transferable
Set priorities in career aims

USE WHAT ONE ALREADY KNOWS TO DO A NEW OR DIFFERENT JOB
Adapt skills to new or emerging jobs

. Read literature on new or emerging jobs
Work for information concerning these jobs
Calculate cost of retraining for anew job
Identify situations where old skills can be applied in new situations

MANAGE ONE'S OWN TIME AND ACTIVITIES
Show ability to complete job assignments, including those aspects one does
not like to do

Know and accept job responsibilities
Arrange schedule for effective use of time in order to complete
assignment
Treat job aspects as part of a whole and set deadlines for completion,
if necessary



UNDERSTAND WAGES AND DEDUCTIONS ON ONE'S PAYCHECK OR STUB
Obtain information on individual wages and payment schedule

Ask personnel staff questions concerning wages and payment schedule
Read literature regarding wages and payment schedule
Attend staff in-service or orientation meeting and ask questions
concerning wages and payment schedule

UNDERSTAND THE EXTRAS OR BENEFITS OFFERED AT WORK
Comprehend benefits offered through employment

Ask questions of personnel staff concerning benefits and your
responsibility for obtaining them
Read literature on retirement plan, vacation, etc.
Attend staff in-service or regularly scheduled meetings when repre-
sentative of insurance company, etc. is available
Contact local insurance and retirement office by telephone for
information
Complete application for medical claim, sick leave, etc.
Calculate retirement income at age 65 from retirement plan

FIGURE OUT THE COST OF USING ONE'S OWN CAR OR PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION IN GETTING
TO AND FROM WORK
Calculate cost of using private or mass transit system for getting to and
from work

. Calculate cost of using personal car for getting to work, including
gasoline, repair, and maintenance expenses
Calculate cost of getting to work using local public transportation
Compare costs of getting to work by personal car, car pool, and local
public transportation
Compare costs and other variables of buying a car with those for
using public transportation for getting to work
Calculate cost of getting to work by sharing expenses of a car pool

Consumer Economics

MAKE CHANGE USING BILLS AND COINS
Figure costs and make change

Add and subtract sums of money
Add total cost of purchase

MANAGE
Budget

Calculate sales tax, financechargas, and gratuities (if applicable)
Make change using silver coin and pePe; money,

MONEY 'SO THAT
for monthly ex
Know:monthly.
List regular
expected

YOU CAN PAY YOUR
Tendituree
income (or estate averawif flexible
monthly (or quarterlY) expenditures and amoui

LLS



Estimate other expected expenses and allow for coverage
Know amount of money available for miscellaneous and personal expenses
Determine how to keep expenditures within a manageable margin
Evaluate situation to decide if maintaining a budget is necessary or
desirable

BALANCE A CHECKBOOK
Open and maintain checking accounts

Locate banks or other financial institutions convenient for frequent
use

Obtain information from banks and other financial institutions as to
type of personal checking account available, including information
of benefits and service charges
Select institution with type of account that best meets your needs
Apply for checking account
Write out a check correctly
Keep accurate record of financial transactions
Balance checkbook regularly

WRITE A CHECK OR FILL OUT A MONEY ORDER*

KEEP RECORDS AND RECEIPTS TO FILE INCOME TAX FORMS
Keep accurate records for tax purposes

Contact IRS for information on legal deductions
Keep receipts of medical and other deductible expenses
Be able to display several receipts and records for year in question
(if audited)

ADD THE TOTAL COST (PLUS TAX) OF A PURCHASE
Figure costs and make change

Add and subtract sums of money
Add total cost of purchase
Calculate sales tax, finance charges and gratuities (if applicable)
Make change using silver coin and paper money

PREPARE AND STICK TO A BUDGET
Budget for monthly expenditures

. Know monthly indome (or estimate average if flexible)

. List regular monthly (or quarterly) expenditures and amount of pay-
ment expected

*This lity statement involves task area and enabling behaviors like and/or
lar to those for "Manage money so that you can pay your bills."



Estimate other expected expenses and allow for coverage

Know amount of money available for miscellaneous and peralonal expenses
Determine how to keep expenditures within a manageable margin
Evaluate situation to decide if maintaining a budget is necessary or
desirable

TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOUR BELONGINGS OR PROPERTY
Keep goods in repairs and upkeep

Clean possessions periodically for proper service/operation
Protect possessions from damage by elements, accidents, and other
potential risks
Operate/use possessions as instructed to maintain function and
durability
Inspect possessions periodically for wear and other signs indicating
need for maintenance/repair
Keep possessions stored appropriately when not in use or operation
Keep basic tools and equipment for emergencies and general repair

DECIDE WHICH PURCHASES YOU MAKE ARE NECESSARY AND WHICH ARE NOT
Determine buys necessary for maintenance of living

List out basic needs and items necessary to maintain style of living
Read consumer information to determine basic and necessary items
Determine which needs are immediate, in terms of buying or repair,
and which can be postponed
Analyze needs and wants for long-range planning of purcha
Take advantage of seasonal and special sales whenever possible

ESTABLISH A CREDIT RATING
Know that opening charge accounts is a way to establish cre

Identify several locally owned stores offering arrangements for buying
on time in order to establish credit locally
Inquire about payment schedules and plans available at different
stores
Obtain credit applications from various places and fill out the blanks
Make payments on time to build up credit standing
Use local references to open account in large, nationally distributed
stores
Read and comprehend purchase agreement terms

DECIDE IF A MORE EXPENSIVE ITEM IS WORTH THE EXTRA COST
Know the relationship between cost and quality

Know what elements (cost of material, cost of labor, quality of work,
etc.1 go into making up the cost of an item
Understand that the cheaper the material and the poorer the quality
of work, the lower the price mf the item is likely to be
Understand that the better the quality of the work and the materials,
the longer the item is likely to last



SHOP AROUND FOR THE KIND OF SAVINGS PLAN THAT MEETS YOUR NEEDS
Identify types of savings

Obtain information on amount of interest acquired by different savings
Shop around for type of savings that best meet one's needs, i.e.,
certificates of deposit, savings accounts at different types of
institutions, etc.
Distinguish between savings and investments

DECIDE WHAT GIVES YOU THE BEST RETURN (OR PROFIT) ON YOUR MONEY, IF YOU WANT
TO SAVE MONEY
Understand the kind of investments available

Investigate different kinds of investments
Compare prices in terms of interests accrued, return on investment,
time to liquidate, etc. for deciding best buy
Determine advantages of long range vs. short range investments
Consider benefits of using services of an intermediary, such as a
broker

Use market reports and other information to keep informed of progress
of investment

APPLY FOR CREDIT CARDS (GAS, DEPARTMENT STORE, MASTER CHARGE, ETC.)
Decide and select credit accounts for personal use

Decide advantages and disadvantages of charging goods or services vs.
paying cash
Read consumer information about charge accounts and credit cards
Apply for charge account or credit card based on need and intended
use
Keep records of charge transactions
Pay amount due on time to maintain good credit
Determine when cancelling charge or credit card is advantageous

UNDERSTAND HOW CH iNGEE IN THE ECONOMY MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN HOW MUCH YOU HAVE
TO SPEND

Comprehension of unlimited consumption in a world of finite resources
Know how high wages affect price of goods and services
Use knowledge of prevailing economic factors to correctly understand
price changes
Analyze yearly incOme for changes due to seasonal employment, strikes
r layoffs, etc.

Understand benefits of planning ahead when it is possible

UNDERSTAND HOW THE PRICE OP GASOLINE AND OTHER RESOURCES CHANGES AS
ARE USED UP.

CamPreheneion of Unlimited*'00nOnMption in 0 f finite ces
Identify items that can be re401ed and Places in coreMinity for
reakcling . .-

inforAed as to cological problems and recourses orf consumer
----

SD PLIES



Plan for economical use of fuel and other natural resources
Express concerns.to local, state, and federal authorities

DECIDE IF YOU SHOULD PAY CASH OR CHARGE WHAT YOU BUY
Decide desirable mode for paying for purchase

. Check resources to see how much spendable cash one baa d if credit
is in good standing
Determine if acceptable arrangements can be made for buying on credit
Inquire as to initial down payment and amount of monthly or quarterly
payment plus interest and compare with cost (.in dollars and conven-
ience) of paying cash

FIND STORES THAT HAVE THE BEST BARGAINS
Know advantages of different kinds of stores

List types of stores (discount, factory outlets, regular or budget,
etc.) convenient geographically
Inquire (by phone or visit) as to benefits and services--if store
delivers items free or at a minimum charge, if store stands behind
products, etc.
Calculate the cost of item plus interest, freight charges, discount
allowed, etc. to determine which store gives the most economical buy
Determine which kind of store gives most satisfactory service to
customers

FIND OUT ABOUT THE QUALITY OF WHAT YOU ARE BUYING BEFORE YOU BUY IT
Before buying, assess value of item or service

Read labels, directions on care and maintenance, and other accompany-
ing information
Compare quality of several different brand names and models
Obtain estimates from several places
Consult consumer reports, etc. for listings of quality and cost of
various brands
Check recourses available if service or goods are shoddy or defective

DECIDE WHICH ITEM IS THE BEST BUY, BASED ON UNIT PRICES GIVEN AT THE STORE
Do comparative shopping

. Compare prices in stores conveniently located
. Read newspapers arid bulletins for sales

Calculate transportation and gasoline costs of getting to and from a
more distant place offering special prices
Determine if lesser known name brand is equal quality at lower cost
Determine if bulk buying, in terms of storage and keep, is advantageous
Assess cost and quality of substitutions



BORROW MONEY IN THE EASIEST AND BEST WAY, IF YOU NEED TO BORROW GET A
PERSONAL LOAN FROM A BANK, IF YOU NEED A LORN
Obtaining loans for major buys is a way of establishing credit

Inquire about types of loans from banks and other financial
institutions
Calculate and compare interest rates and payment schedules
Obtain professional help from loan officer on loan agreement
will best suit your needs

GET A MORTGAGE ON A HOUSE
Obtaining a mortgage on a house is also credit

. Compare interest rates from various lending institutions
Confer with loan officer and attorney
Negotiate contract with bank and previous owner
Calculate interest paid on loan and monthly payments
Read and comprehend contractual agreement and consequences of default
of payment

FINANCE SOMETHING AT A STORE OR DEALER MIKE A CAR, TV, STEREO)
Arrange for financing an object in a given store, if desirable

Determine need for Itemappliance, furniture, tools or equipment,
etc.

COMpare prices and interest rates at stores selling desired item
Calculate most advantageous place to purchase, in terms of service,
cost, and convenience
Arrange with credit department for charges and payment schedule
Determine responsibility for maintaining item in good repair and
working order
Understand consequences of default of payment

GET YOUR UTILITIES TURNED ON OR OFF, IF YOU NEED TO
Obtain utilities

. Contact fire departMent and gas company for safety examination of
electrical and gas systems
Contact electric and companies to open account and turn on service
Contact phone company and have service installed or visit telephone
center to apply for and obtain telephone for self installation
Make necessary deposits

GET THE ELECTRIC OR PHONE COMPANY TO FIX SOMETHING IF IT IS NOT WO NG
Maintain utility service

. Make monthly payments to utilities with cash or check
Report malfunctions of utility systems to utility comp



GET THE RIGHT KIND OF INSURANCE COVERAGE
Obtain adequate insurance coverage

. Determine amounts and types of insurance needed, given level of income
and number of dependents
Consult with various medical and life insurance representatives to
discuss insurance needs, the advantages of policies offered, and
payment schedules
Consult with various car insurance representatives to determine types
and amounts of coverage desired
Decide payment and interest rate schedules, if options are available
Make payments on time to maintain coverage
Be aware that one can use insurance as investment or as collateral
for borrowing money

HAVE SOMETHING FIXED USING THE WARRANTY
Understand upkeep and maintenance responsibility of goods as the owner

. Read clothing labels for instructions on care of clothing articles
Reti repair/maintenance manuals for instructions on care and main-
tefance of appliances, car, etc.
Consult maintenance/repair specialists for recommendations on care
of possessions
Read warranties, guarantees, agreements and contracts regarding
liability caveats and instructions for maintenance/repair service

FIX THINGS WHEN THEY BREAK OR TEAR
Keep goods in reasonable repair and upkeep

Clean possessions periodically for proper service /operation
Protect possessions from damage by elements, accidents, and other
potential risks
Operate/use possessions as instructed to maintain function and
durability
Inspect possessions periodically for wear and other signs indica
need for maintenance/repair
Keep possessions stored appropriately when not in use or operation
Keep basic tools and equipment for emergencies and general repair

DECIDE BETWEEN SELLING SOMETHING LARGE YOURSELF, SUCH AS A HOUSE OR CAR, OR
HAVING SOMEONE SELL IT FOR YOU
Know advantages of buying or selling as owner vs. hiring service of an inter-
mediary

Estimate amount of time needed to locate item to buy or sell item
as owner
Be able to assess fair value
Read advertisements to locate where item to be bought can be found
and at what price
Be able to write and place advertisements on item to be sold
Inquire from others advantages or problems in buying or selling as
owner vs. using an intermediary



Obtain and read information on legal and ethical aspects of buying
the services of an intermediary
Confer with attorney to protect self if necessary

FIND THE RIGHT PERSON TO SELL SOMETHING FOR YOU
Locate appropriate intermediary

. Talk to others who have used desired kind of intermediary .'-broker,
agent, etc.
Identify persons known to be reputable
Talk to several persons whose service you want to buy
Be able to'communicate what you desire done and the service you
expect
Negotiate contract or agreement if appropriate person is found
Consider alternatives if prices or persons are not up to your
expectation

ORDER THINGS YOU WANT FROM A CATALOG
Use catalogues to order goods

. Obtain catalogues of choice
Compare availability and prices of goods in catalogues vs. in locale
Consider immediacy of need vs, length of time to acquire something
by mail order
Fill out order blank correctly
Use measuring devices for ordering clothing correctly
Calculate total cost, including state tax and postage

DECIDE BETWEEN RENTING OR BUYING THINGS YOU MAY NOT NEED VERY T
Decide between leasing vs. buying goods

Estimate frequency of expected use of item
Determine cost of renting, by some time period
Comprehend rental agreement and what is expected in case of damage
or loss
Consider advantages of owning item as opposed to renting

RENT AN OFFICE OR A PLACE TO LIVE
Rent a house or apartment

. Locate area in which you want live
Contact real estate agents, rental, agencies, or after
for vacancies

Select,a-price range-within your,income7level -and-budget
Determine .features that are necessary and desired in; living quart
Comprehend rental agreement, including amount'of dePoiit, length of
contrict,:.keeping:of Pas, etc.
scertain:responei4ility for weep and repairs;

Asoertiio'resPoo0bility for suing -and.10441taining telephone
and Utilities



Identify person or place for making complaints
Seek legal aie., if necessary in solving leasor-leasee problems

RECOGNIZE FALSE ADVERTISING WHEN YOU SEE IT
Understand principles of advertising

Demonstrate awareness of advertising techniques such as bait-and-
switch, price fixing, and appeals to emotions and peer pressure
Be aware that companies advertise to sell products
Be able to judge merits of product outside of persuasive qualities
of advertising
Read consumer publications to obtain more objective information on
goods and services
Consult Better Business Bureau for data on business services and
reputations

MAKE THE RIGHT DECISIONS ABOUT BUYING THINGS THAT
WANT THEM
Understand principles of advertising

. Demonstrate awareness cf advertising techniques such as bait-and-
switch, price fixing, and appeals to emotions and peer pressure
Be aware that companies advertise to sell products
Be able to judge)perits of product outside of persuasive qualities
of advertising
Read consumer publications to obtain more objective information
on goods and services
Consult Better Business Bureau for data on business services and
reputations

TISED MIL YOU

GET HELP IF YOU HAVE PROBLEMS WITH YOUR PURCHASES
Know where to go for help in solving consumer complaints and problems

. Read consumer publications for references to local consumer groups
Contact local Better Business Bureau and other civic organizations
for aid in solving problems
Identify where and to wham to report problems with merchandise in
store where purchase was made
Be informed of efforts of consumer advocacy groups

GET YOUR MONEY BACK IF THE ITEM YOU BOUGHT IS NOT WELL MADE OR DOES NOT WORK
WELL
MOW where to go for help in solving consumer co s-and problems

Read consumer publications for references to local consumer groups
Contact local Better Business Bureau and other'civic organizations
for aid in solving problems
Identify Where and to=whom to report problem_ with merchandise In
store _where purchase was made
Be informed of efforts of consumer advocacy groups



BE ABLE TO TELL WHEN YOU ARE NOT GETTING SATISFACTORY SERVICE (LI El
DOCTORS, LAWYERS, MECHANICS, ETC.) ,

,Report defective goods or service to appropriate person
Return good to local retailer for return or adjustment or purchas
price
Contact Consumer Product Safety Commission_for assistance in solving
consumeF4prohleWs-
Writeto manufacturer of goods stating problem with defective its
Read warranty, guarantee,and contact to identify appropriate
person/agency-for redress concerning defective goods
Complain of bad service to manager orsupervUor
Report malpractice or shoddy health and medical practices to
licensing agency
Seek legal aid if necessary

COMPLAIN ABOUT POOR SERVICE TO THE RIGHT PERSON
port defective goods or services toapprePriate person

. Return goods to local retailer for return or adjustment of purchase
.. -price

_Contact; Consumer Prod afety Commission for assistance in solving
consumer problems _

,Writetm,:manufacturer,o of_ statinTproblem with defective item
ad warraMty,,guarantee,-,And'cotract,tOt=identify appropriate

badainiiii!defabtivaio-ods
servi0e:to manager or;supai-visesr,

pert malpractica Or phoddy,health'and.imed .pract
licensiri4:ageMoy.! ,

Seek'legal,aid if'necessary



REPORTS ON OCCUPATIONALLY TRANSFERABLE SKILLS

. -7=

McKinley, B. CharaCteristics of jobs Mater' considered Review of literature and research
No. 102),1979. ($3.80) ,

,

A review oftiisrioyerapproaches foi claisifying or chistering jobs,' and. their use in (a) describing the elements
of commonality involved When people. meke career changes, and (b) understanding' better the concepts of

T- If

occupational adaptability and skill transfer

Altman,',LW.:Trensfaribility of vocational skills:,Rew
33.801

A review of what is known about the transferability of occupational skills, describing the proce

re and research (Info Series No 103), 1976.

facilitators transfer.

Sjogren, D. Occupatiopelly,, transferable skills and characpristics: Review of liter
No 105). 197/. ($2.801

-A revieW,otWhatiaknpwn about therange:nf.-patinti-relatedskillsend'characteristics ,thatcoUld be
considered transferable from one occupation IMotheic'deseribint
teachable iftsecon ry_indpostseccindarYclirairpreOartition-prograins.

rch (info. Series

Ashley, W. LTOcrupatfotheinfoi;
No.-1041,1077.419.20

A quick and concise reference'to the c.on t.of..55 existing occupetionat data basis and:2410 .61iisification
:channel- Abstracts of,eath ditibasianctcriisiliCitiOil 'charm- inclucla-sitctilformatiaoas:.-_
investigator, location a information, aubjectveriabiesioccupatiOnrvariablet, and
orginiiiiiori Variables.

if' ,, _,_,' ,-- , . . ,

Wiant, A.A. TraniferableSkills: The gitiOve 'sViewpolni (Info:
,

, ._,,,_,

. ,

1 977:41:sz.?.51,:-

A report _of,the-viewa expressed hinine meetin _n p6al-pOrrirnuitity and --,.:
buiiness'represaniatives corice' ifninetha type trtin- iiiiii'riqtiired an usifitlringheir Ark settings
and hoW a better understanding of transferitbleskills cou ,rnprove_ ain_ng en. occupational a a i .iii r''-P- ir 'T'41""° d d iiib-li-ii

..,

A catalog of clatahases and classification khans (Infu. Series

r

Miguel, R.J. Developing skills far occunetionaloansfarability(Ins
No. 1251, 1977. ($3.80)

._

A report of clues and suggestions4ained in the review of 14 existing training prspgrams,!with recommendations _
for practice which appear t6have,been successful in recognizing skill transfer and taking'advantage of an

,

individual's Piior skills and exPerience.
+ k

`w
,selectid Orograms (Info. Series

Ashley, W.L, & Ammerman, H.L. Identifying- transferable skills: A task clesiffii
146), 1977.

-A report of an exploratory stutdy designedly-3 testi:he-user fulness Of -thrieclaisificatiorrio -ernes irridint
the transferable characteristics of tasks in diveratioccimationi.

Pratzner, F.C. Occpp:iipia I atiapisbility ansttransfeiableskills' (Info. Series No.

A sumniary',final report, presenting arid.ditatiisirg an atTayibf issues encountered in the various project
activities,,and Offerintrecoinrnendations.

= t; _

'Selz. NA., &Ashley. W.L:f.!Teaching for tfansfer: A perspective for prectitionem (Info; Series No:141)4-1978.

tai der rats o trainers .tc, °lye, more.a ttentirM to,davelopngtranafer-

977- ($6.251

g

Is

proving the

l .

)inia011fOert000191****19(, Practical, 549eti6ns
y-of students tO2transfer.learned and knOwledgeteniw-:"



Brickell & Paul, R.H. Minimum comp°
ts (Info. Seriai,No. 142), 197& IS

skills: What

A re Mparing and contrasting potential impact-of the transferable skills and minimum competency
testing movements on school programs, staff, and studints. Key questions and alternative strategies are
presented to assist educational Planners and administrators in formulating policy and establishing promotion
or completion criteria in secondary and postsecondary aducation.

THE FOLLOWING REPORTS WILL BE MAILABLE IN 1980:

Ashley, W.L.. Laitmin-Ashley, N.M., and Faddis;C.R. (Eds.) Occupational adaptability: Perspec ves on tonic crow's
careers (Info. Series No 189), 1979.

Proceedings from a national symposium. The topics focused tin how training for adaptabilitY can increase
use of human resources in the labor force.

Selz, N. (Ed.) Adult learning. lmpliImplications for research and policy in 1979.

Proceedings from a national symposium on adult learning. Topics include state of the a
practice, policy imPlementation, and future' directions.

Wiant, A.A;Self-ittlieSSMent for career change: D o
(Info. Seriii No- 1979.

An analysis of the impact of self-assessment on one's subsequent employment eXperiencie. The,perticular
assessment technique studied is one intended to help identi yithosa skills attributes_whichhava-'provided
satiifictii3nin various life experiences. Outcome measaiii`tholaded skill4itilizatiorrand -jObSitisfactiori.

-

Selz, NA., end Jones, J.S.functional competencies in_ occupational adeppsbility andconsurner economics, 1979.

_ Perceptions-of national adult samples are raported.,DocuMent competencies should tie tau
-at home, at schoal, - rjab,,self-taught -and how important these' iiimpetericies ate In succesiful war
and life activities. _

Kirby.; uisitioii, 1979.
A review s of the !Mir in adult learning styles, as they relate to the ecquisition of transfer
skills.

Knapp, Assesiing transfeiSkills,-1979:

,A review of traditional ani non- traditional assessment w
-

_

Somniati, 04mpfriciiiiidence on deeupeciatief.,rhobillt,Y (IO

eview and synthesifof the literatu`reon,ihe chi

WOMIII:epd work: Paifis,-_

Proceedings ffom a national symposium:theta

h respect to the assessment of transfer skills.

No.A93),1979.
PationallYsnohillWorkerssnd_their

Fcs,fo. 19.9,1979% ,

omen in the work forced ;Topics Will cOvar-',
five major transition points that any, person can experienceln*lifeiinle.- _
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